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Abstract
Thermally-driven circulations are a frequent meteorological phenomenon in complex Arctic
terrain, but the Arctic fjord breeze, a combined sea-breeze and up-valley wind, has received
little attention. A field campaign was conducted in the valley Adventdalen in Svalbard in
summer 2022 using a Scanning Doppler Lidar and automatic weather stations. It is shown
that a local up-valley circulation occurred frequently in this valley, and that it was driven
by the temperature and pressure gradient between valley and fjord, i.e., a fjord breeze. The
fjord breeze existed in both large-scale up-valley and down-valley winds. Its strength, extent
and depth varied due to the diurnal cycle of solar irradiation as well as the interaction with
large-scale winds. In contrast to typical lower-latitude breezes, the Arctic fjord breeze could
persist over several days. The breeze was found to be relatively strong even under small
horizontal temperature contrasts and opposing large-scale winds, possibly due to an increase
in the thermal pressure gradient by the surrounding topography.

Keywords Arctic · Complex terrain · Scanning Doppler Lidar · Sea breeze · Valley wind

1 Introduction

Understanding weather and climate is a key challenge in the Arctic. One reason is that
numerical weather prediction (NWP) models work less well in Polar regions due to sparse
observations andmodel shortcomings (e.g., Jung et al. 2016). Another reason is the amplified
global warming in the Arctic (e.g., Moritz et al. 2002; Miller et al. 2010; Serreze and Barry
2011; Previdi et al. 2021). Moreover, there is a potential for climate change mitigation by
utilizing renewable energy in the Arctic, since today many Arctic settlements mostly rely on
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fossil fuels as their primary energy source (de Witt et al. 2021). Wind power seems attractive
as it is abundant throughout the year, hence there is a need for better understanding of the
local wind climate.

Many components of thewind climate are still poorly understood, especiallywhen it comes
to local features of the wind and how the specialties of the Arctic environment influence the
wind climate. Therefore this study investigates summertime local wind circulations in the
Arctic, such as valley winds and sea breezes, since these phenomena and their combination
have been explored in other regions, especially due to their relevance to air pollution (e.g.,
Zhong et al. 2004) or cloud formation (e.g., Leopold 1949). Moreover, local winds are very
relevant to considerations of wind energy due to the strong dependence of the wind power
potential on the wind speed, the possible deflection of wind by the terrain, or mountain-
induced turbulence. Increased attention has been given to local winds lately, mostly to the
sea breeze as it affects the wind profile and wind power potential in offshore and coastal
areas (e.g., Mazon et al. 2015; Steele et al. 2015; Xia et al. 2022), but also to the local winds
in Arctic areas such as Greenland (e.g., Radu et al. 2019).

Complex terrain, i.e., contrasts between land and sea, mountains, valleys, glaciers, and
plains, is abundant not only in the Arctic, but in many places around the world. Complex-
terrain winds can be divided into dynamically-driven winds and thermally-driven winds
(e.g., Whiteman and Doran 1993). Dynamically-driven winds include blocking, funnelling
or deflection of the large-scale flow by mountain ranges (e.g., Zardi and Whiteman 2013) as
well as acceleration of flow in the lee of mountains in down-slope windstorms (e.g., Richner
and Hächler 2013).

Thermally-driven winds arise due to local temperature gradients and usually reverse their
direction twice a day along with a shift in the vertical temperature gradient. Winds occur
on mountain slopes (up-slope during daytime), or along-valley. In addition to the possible
inclination of the valley bottom, the volume of air per flat ground area is reduced in a valley
compared to a plain or broader valley,making the heating or coolingmore efficient in a narrow
valley, i.e., topographic amplification (e.g., Zardi and Whiteman 2013). Additionally, the air
in a valley is prevented from mixing efficiently with the surrounding air, which reduces the
heating or cooling. The temperature difference hence leads to up-valleywinds during daytime
and down-valley winds during night-time, extending vertically over several hundred metres.

Thermally-driven winds can also develop at the interface of a large water body and land,
i.e., sea/lake breeze (on-shore during daytime), and land breeze (off-shore at nighttime).
Sea/lake breezes and mountainous-terrain winds can couple, known as an extended sea/lake
breeze (e.g., Mahrer and Pielke 1977; Kondo 1990). In specific places, if the adjacent sea is
cold enough to inhibit the diurnal temperature and wind reversal in summer, up-valley winds
can persist over night, e.g., in California’s Central Valley (e.g., Zhong et al. 2004) or Chile’s
Elqui Valley (Kalthoff et al. 2002; Khodayar et al. 2008).

Studies of thermally-drivenwinds in Polar regions havemostly concentrated onwintertime
winds such as the large-scale katabatic winds of Antarctica (e.g., Van Den Broeke and Van
Lipzig 2003; Parish and Bromwich 2007) and Greenland (e.g., Bromwich et al. 1996) or
local winds and the boundary layer over glaciers (e.g., Claremar et al. 2012; Esau and Repina
2012), valleys (e.g., Mayer et al. 2012; Valkonen et al. 2020) and fjords (e.g., Kilpeläinen
et al. 2011; Mäkiranta et al. 2011; Vihma et al. 2011; Kilpeläinen et al. 2012; Schön et al.
2022) in Svalbard (Fig. 1a). The effect of these winds on the environment has also been
addressed (e.g Kitowska and Petelski 2021; Cisek et al. 2017). Further, several studies have
investigated complex-terrain dynamically-driven winds in Svalbard (e.g., Skeie and Grønås
2000; Sandvik and Furevik 2002; Barstad and Adakudlu 2011; Shestakova et al. 2022).
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However, there are few reports about summertime thermally-driven winds in the Arctic.
Kozo (1982) found a sea breeze at the (flat-part) north coast of Alaska, while meso-scale
simulations suggest that parts of the North-Alaskan sea breeze also extend to the adjacent
mountain ranges (Zhang et al. 2016). In Greenland the warm tundra is found to accelerate
the katabatic wind from the ice-sheet in summer (Oerlemans and Vugts 1993; Gallée and
Duynkerke 1997). In contrast, a combined sea breeze and valley wind has been found in
Antarctica’s dry valleys, counteracting the katabatic winds from the ice-sheet there (McK-
endry and Lewthwaite 1992; Doran et al. 2002; Nylen et al. 2004). In Svalbard, sea-breeze
like circulations have been identified, e.g., in Ny-Ålesund (Beine et al. 2001) as well as Isfjor-
den, where the circulation could persist over several days in July (Grønås and Sandvik 1998).
Idealized simulations confirm that it is possible for sea breezes north of 60◦N to persist over
several days in July because the sun does not, or only briefly, set (Grønås and Sandvik 1998).
However, Kitowska et al. (2021) claim that the meso-scale circulations in Ny-Ålesund and
Hornsund in Svalbard are not driven by a sea breeze, but rather mountain-induced eddies or,
mostly, driven by a land breeze.

The Svalbard archipelago is therefore an ideal place to investigate Arctic summertime
thermally-driven winds in more detail. Svalbard’s largest island Spitsbergen lies at 77–80◦N,
which is why it hasmidnight sun during summer (from ca. 19April to 24August). In summer,
most areas beside glaciers are snow free and can reach temperatures over 10 ◦C. Because of
the complex terrain with mountains, fjords, and valleys (see Fig. 1b), the contribution of
valley winds, besides sea breezes, has to be considered as well, which many studies have not
addressed specifically so far.

Therefore, a study was performed in the fjord-valley Adventdalen (78◦N) in central Spits-
bergen (Fig. 1b). A combination of a sea breeze and valley wind, called a fjord breeze here,
was investigated during a field campaign in the summer of 2022 (see Sect. 2). The results
(Sect. 3) present the characteristics of the fjord breeze both through case studies, illustrating
its thermal driver as well as diurnal variability and multi-day persistence, and an analysis
of its vertical and spatial properties over two months. Finally the results are discussed and
summarized in Sect. 4.

2 Data andMethods

2.1 Study Area

Measurements were conducted in Adventdalen, Svalbard, in July and August 2022 using a
Scanning Doppler Lidar and temporary weather stations. They are complemented by perma-
nent weather station and reanalysis data.

Adventdalen is a U-shaped valley in central Spitsbergen. It is connected to the fjord
Adventfjorden (Fig. 1c). Together they stretch approximately 40km from the large fjord
Isfjorden in the west (W) to the east (E). The outer part of Adventdalen is characterised by
a 3km broad bottom. Adventdalen is curved so that the outer part and Adventfjorden align
in a SE–NW (125/305◦) direction. Adventdalen is surrounded by steep mountains on all
sides, most of which have tops at 800 to 1100m, and small tributary valleys, some of which
are partially glaciated. South of outer Adventdalen, there are additionally plateaus of 400 to
600m in altitude and a few kilometres in length. During the whole study period, Adventdalen
was snow-free except for very few small, isolated patches.
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Fig. 1 a Location of Svalbard; map data: Google, ©2022 Landsat / Copernicus Data SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy,
NGA,GEBCO IBCAO,U.S. Geological Survey. bLocation of Spitsbergen, Adventdalen, and Isfjordenwithin
the archipelago Svalbard;map data: TopoSvalbard©2022Norwegian Polar Institute (NPI). cTopographicmap
of Adventdalen with altitude lines every 100m. The circles mark the position of automatic weather stations
(see Sect. 2.1 and Table 1), the dashed line shows the valley axis. Map data: TopoSvalbard ©2022 NPI

2.2 Weather Stations

Figure1 shows the locations of the automatic weather stations (AWSs); Table 1 their details.
The three AWSs V1, V3 and V4 are located approximately in line in the valley bottom;

V1 south of the mouth of Adventfjorden, V3 at the tidally-variable (ca. 1m vertically, few
hundredmetres horizontally) coast of Adventdalen (6km fromV1), V4 inAdventdalen (9km
from V1). V5 is on the hill Janssonhaugen at the bend between outer and inner Adventdalen
(22km from V1). V2 is also in Adventdalen, but elevated on a NNE slope between V1 and
V3. Since V1, V2, V3, V4 and V5 lie in a line in Adventdalen, they can be used to determine
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Table 1 Attributes of automatic weather stations (AWSs): Name, altitude (Alt.), type (perm. = permanent,
temp. = temporary), measurement heights (in m above ground) and instruments of wind and temperature
(Temp.), and time resolution

Short (long) name Alt., type Wind measurements Temperature measurements Time resolution

V1 (Svalbard Air- 28m 10.0m 2.0m 10min

port / Lufthavn) perm.

V2 (Platå- 155m 3.8m (YOUNG 8100 2.0m (VAISALA 1min

berget Slope) temp. Ultrasonic Anemometer) HMP155)

V3 (Advent- 2m 2.0, 4.9m (YOUNG 2.0, 4.7m 1s

dalen Coast) temp. Alpine Wind (CAMPBELL S.

Monitor 05103-45) CS215)

V4 (Old Auroral 7m 2.1, 10.1m (YOUNG 2.1, 9.1m (YO. 1s

Station / perm. Alpine Wind Platinum Temp.

Adventdalen) Monitor 05103-45) Probe 41342).

V5 (Jansson- 250m 10.0m 2.0m 1h

haugen Vest) perm.

M1 450m 10.0m 2.0m 1h

(Platåberget) perm.

M2 1041m 2.0, 4.4m (YOUNG 2.0, 4.0m 1min

(Nordenskiöld- temp. Wind Monitor 05103) (CAMPBELL S.

fjellet) HygroVUE 10)

the horizontal extent of the fjord breeze, and through their different elevations the vertical
extent. Moreover, V1 and V5 provided measurements of atmospheric pressure reduced to
mean sea level (msl), allowing to calculate the local horizontal along-valley pressure gradient
�p
�x .

The AWSs M1 and M2 lie above the valley (Fig. 1c). M1 is located on the plateau closest
to the coast, M2 is on the flat, wide ridge of the mountain Nordenskiöldfjellet, 10m below
the peak. Due to their elevated position and in contrast to the other AWSs, M1 and M2 can
be used to approximate the wind at higher altitudes, which is much less influenced by the
fjord breeze.

The data of V1, V5, and M1, including their altitude, and the precipitation data at V4
come from MET Norway (2022). The data from V4 stem from The University Centre in
Svalbard (2022) and the data of V2, V3, and M2 in Henkies et al. (2023b). The temporary
installations have some data loss due to non-overlapping measurement periods, icing and
instrument failure (M2), rain (on the sonic anemometer at V2), failed data recording (V3).

2.2.1 Stability and Turbulent Heat Fluxes

Since thermally-driven circulations are driven by the exchange of heat between the ground and
the air, the stability in the surface layer was analyzed. Because measurements of temperature
and wind were only available at two levels, the approach of Sjöblom (2014) was used to
compute stability as well as turbulent heat fluxes. Stability was determined from the bulk
Richardson number RiB :

RiB = g

T0

��v/�z�
(�u/�zu)2

, (1)
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which is an approximation of the Richardson number Ri , and where g = 9.81m s−2 is the
gravitational acceleration, T0 is the reference temperature of the air, ��v is the difference
in virtual potential temperature between two height levels with difference �z�, and �u the
wind speed difference between two levels with difference �zu . Positive values indicate a
stable stratification of air, negative ones unstable, and close to zero near-neutral conditions.

−0.5 < RiB ≤ 0.2 can then be used to estimate the non-dimensional stability functions
�m and�h , and the turbulent sensible heat flux HS can be determined by the gradient method
(for details see Sjöblom 2014):

HS = −ρcp
κ2�u��

�m�h ln (zu,2/zu,1) ln (z�,2/z�,1)
, (2)

with ρ the air density (ρ = 1.2 kgm−3 at 1000hPa and 10 ◦C), cp = 1004 J kg−1 K−1 the
isobaric heat capacity of air, κ = 0.40 the von Kármán constant, and zu\�,1\2 the heights
of the measurements of u and potential temperature �, respectively. Positive values of HS

indicate upward heat fluxes, i.e., the ground is heating the air.
Following Sjöblom (2014), only measurements with u ≥ 2m s−1, �u ≥ 0.1m s−1, and

�� ≥ 0.1 ◦C were used due to instrument uncertainties.

2.2.2 Radiation

A Kipp & Zonen CNR-1 Net Radiometer is located at V4. The radiometer measured the
radiation components RSW

up , RSW
down , R

LW
up , RLW

down (SW = shortwave, LW = longwave, up =
upward, down = downward). The net radiation Rnet , which here is defined positive if directed
downward, i.e., heating the ground, is defined as:

Rnet = RSW
net + RLW

net = RSW
down − RSW

up + RLW
down − RLW

up . (3)

The temperature of the ground TG , assuming a black body, can be estimated as:

TG =
(
RLW
up

σ

)1/4

, (4)

where σ = 5.67 × 10−8 Wm−2 K −4 is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant.

2.3 LidarWind Profiling

A scanning Doppler Lidar (Windcube 100S, Leosphere, Saclay, France; cf. Cheynet et al.
2021) was placed close to the weather mast at V4. The Lidar measured the profile of the three
wind speed components by performing a 10-min Doppler Beam Swinging (DBS) scan for
10min before every full hour, with the range gate set to 50m. Wind was therefore measured
only at elevations of 100m and higher (with a resolution of 10m using overlapping range
gates).Only horizontalwind datawith a carrier-to-noise ratio (cnr ) of at least -27 and a quality
index (output fromLidar) of at least 80were considered valid. The vector-wise averagedwind
data was valid if the average quality indexwas at least 15, with invalid data considered quality
index 0. The Lidar was running between 7 July 1200 UTC and 23 August 1500 UTC, during
which it not only facedminor power cuts, but, more importantly, periodically very low aerosol
backscatter, which led to data loss. The data can be found in Henkies et al. (2023a).
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Table 2 Direction ranges for classification of wind direction at V1, V4, V5

AWS Up-valley Down-valley Cross-valley (from S) Cross-valley (from N)

V1 230◦–10◦ 70◦–180◦ 180◦–230◦ 10◦–70◦
V4 260◦–350◦ 70◦–170◦ 170◦–260◦ 350◦–70◦
V5 200◦–310◦ 40◦–130◦ 130◦–200◦ 350◦–40◦

2.4 Large-ScaleWind

The geostrophic wind, representing the large-scale flow (e.g. Whiteman and Doran 1993),
was calculated from the 900-hPa geopotential of the reanalysis ERA5 (Hersbach et al. 2018):

ug = − 1

f

∂�

∂ y
, vg = 1

f

∂�

∂x
, (5)

where f is the Coriolis parameter ( f = 1.4 × 10−4 s−1 at 78◦ N), ∂�
∂x and ∂�

∂ y are the geopo-
tential gradients in x and y direction, respectively. The (spatially-)averaged geopotential
gradient was obtained by least-squares fitting a plane to the geopotential field over a circle
of 200km radius centered around V1.

2.5 Fjord Breeze IdentificationMethod

To allow for an automated identification of the fjord breeze, the wind direction at V1, V4,
V5 was sorted into: up-valley, down-valley, cross-valley (from S), cross-valley (from N), or
lull if the wind speed was below 1m s−1. The corresponding direction ranges (Table 2) differ
between the locations to account for the local topography.

For thewind to be considered as a fjord breeze, it was defined as arriving at oneAWSwhen
the direction was first up-valley, lasting the following hour. The fjord breeze was retreating
from one AWS when the direction first was not up-valley for the following hour. However,
the fjord breeze could not arrive at one AWS before it had arrived at the AWSs in the outer
part of the valley.

The extent of the fjord breeze was categorized into nowhere, over V1, over V4, and over
V5, depending at which AWSs it had arrived (and not yet retreated); e.g., if the fjord breeze
had arrived at V4, the extent was over V4, which implies that it had also arrived at V1.

3 Results

3.1 Overview of the Local and Large-ScaleWeather Situation

The temperature at V4, the valley bottom in the center of Adventdalen, varied between 0.0
and 16.5 ◦C during the campaign. There was precipitation (≥ 0.1mm) on 23 out of 61 days
with a total of 41.1mm, which was mostly light rain or drizzle. It was warmer and drier
during July than during August. The observations at V1 indicate that the weather was overall
warmer compared to the climate period 1991–2020 (by 2.3 ◦C in July, 0.9 ◦C in August), as
well as drier in July and wetter in August.

The large-scale wind situation is illustrated by the windrose of the 900-hPa geostrophic
wind in Fig. 2. The direction ESE was most frequent although all directions were common.
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Wind from S and N was least common, allowing the directions to be divided roughly in an E
half and a W half. The wind direction distribution is similar at the mountain top M2 (Fig. 2),
although the wind speeds at M2, especially from E, are higher than the geostrophic wind, and
the directions are more E–W aligned than the rather ESE–WSW aligned geostrophic direc-
tions. This is likely due to the general E–W alignment of Adventdalen and the channelling
it exerts on the geostrophic wind as well as the N–S alignment of the ridge at M2. Further,
wind from the E half is much more frequent at M2 than in the geostrophic wind, which is
mostly because of systematic data gaps at M2. These gaps occurred when atmospheric icing
made reliable wind measurements impossible, with strong icing observed during wind from
W. The geostrophic windrose would look very similar to M2 if only the valid timestamps of
M2 were included (not shown).

In contrast to the relatively even direction distribution of the geostrophic wind, the win-
droses of the AWSs in the campaign area (Fig. 2) show strong effects of channelling with
bimodal direction distributions due to the surrounding terrain: The direction maxima of the
AWSs in the fjord and valley (V1, V2, V3, V4, V5) follow the direction of the local valley
axis. V1, at the entry of the fjord valley, has a large fraction of up-valley winds (57%) com-
pared to down-valley winds (27%). This fraction decreases gradually (44% up- and 40%
down-valley at V4) towards V5, where down-valley winds are more frequent (50%) than
up-valley winds (35%). M1, located on a plateau, has a wider direction distribution than the
valley AWSs, but also shows a clear distinction between (roughly) up-valley and down-valley
winds with approximately even shares.

A fjord breeze occurred on 55 of 62 days with a median daily maximum of 5.4m s−1 at
V4. As described in Sect. 2.5, the existence of a fjord breeze does not imply up-valley wind
at every AWS in Adventdalen, which is further shown in Sect. 3.5.

3.2 A Fjord Breeze Example and Its Thermal Forcing

The existence of a local circulation independent of the large-scale wind, i.e., a fjord breeze,
can easily be seen when the wind is up-valley in Adventdalen, but down-valley outside of
Adventdalen and at higher altitudes. One case which illustrates this well, is 02 August: the
wind was up-valley at the valley AWSs V1, V2, V3, and V4 for several hours, while the wind
at the elevated AWSs V5, M1, M2, and the geostrophic wind were down-valley throughout
the day (Fig. 3a, b). M1, M2 were very similar to the geostrophic wind, with down-valley
wind directions, but with fluctuating wind speeds (not shown). This becomes even clearer
from the evolution of the wind at different altitudes at V4 (Fig. 3c): the up-valley flow (blue)
during the middle of the day extended up to 180m and was topped by a layer of weak wind
(< 1m s−1, pale colours) with down-valley winds (red) above.

This fjord breeze was present only at V1 all of the time, while it arrived and retreated
at V3 and V4, switching wind direction. Before noon, it extended from V1 further towards
Adventdalen and stretched over V3 (from 0900 UTC) and V4 (1000 UTC) (Fig. 3a). The
fjord breeze did not reach V5. Instead, it shrunk in the evening, so that the wind turned
down-valley again at V4 (1630 UTC) and V3 (1700 UTC). The wind shift at V2 is less clear
because its location is partly within and partly above the up-valley flow, although the 20-min
up-valley wind at V2 before the arrival at V3 could be the passage of the sea breeze front.

Such a shift in wind direction is similar to diurnal winds of lower latitudes. However,
the situation is different in Adventdalen in summer. Due to the midnight sun, Rnet is almost
never negative. Therefore, the valley atmosphere is usuallywarmer than the fjord atmosphere,
leading to a local pressure gradient, i.e., up-valley forcing,which drives the fjord breeze. Since
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Fig. 2 Map of windroses at different AWS as well as the 900-hPa geostrophic wind in July and August 2022.
The direction is where the wind comes from. The percentage is the data coverage. Rings show the relative
frequency in percent per bin width

the thermal forcing seldom is down-valley, it is only the large-scale wind that can counteract
the thermal up-valley forcing. Therefore, the fjord breeze is the result of both thermal forcing
(up-valley) and forcing of the large-scale wind (down-valley). Because these forcings can be
variable, the resulting fjord breeze can have different strengths or spatial extents depending
on the strengths of the forcings.

On 02August the forcing of the large-scale down-valleywindwas nearly constant (Fig. 3a,
b), while Rnet increased in the morning and decreased in the evening (Fig. 4a). The evolution
of temperatures at V3 and V4 (Fig. 4b) also shows that the air coming from the sea was colder
than air over land. The temperatures at V3 and V4 decreased by ca. 1.5 ◦C when the fjord
breeze reached the respective AWS, and increased again when the fjord breeze withdrew. It
also shows that the air was warming during the passage of Adventdalen. Figure4c indicates
that � at the ground was always higher than at 2.1m at V4. Moreover, � at 2.1m (V4) was
ca. 0.5 ◦C higher than at 9.1m during the fjord breeze.

This temperature gradient makes the air at V4 unstable, as seen by the negative RiB in
Fig. 4d. In contrast, the marine air at V3 is stable at the same time (RiB > 0).Many values are
missing at V3 mostly due to very small �� values. During down-valley wind the air at V4
was closer to neutral (mostly−0.03 ≤ RiB ≤ 0.03). HS in Fig. 4a is therefore upward during
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Fig. 3 Evolution of the fjord breeze on 02 August 2022. a Wind speed, b Wind direction at several AWSs
(see Sect. 2.1 and Fig. 1c for a map) and the geostrophic wind. c Wind speed (contours of 1m s−1) and wind
direction sector (colours) of the atmosphere above V4; values below 2m s−1 are gradually whitened. The data
in c is a combination of V4 AWS (at 10m, every 10min) and the Lidar at 100m and higher (every hour). The
Lidar data was interpolated in time for points at most 30min away from the closest measurement, and the
altitude range between 10m and 100m was interpolated between Lidar and AWS data. Missing data is grey

the fjord breeze, but around zero in down-valley wind. However, the ground-air temperature
contrast suggests that HS should have been upward all of the time.

That the heating of the ground actually led to a local pressure gradient can be seen in
Fig. 4e. V1 always had higher msl pressure than V5 (�p

�x > 0), hence up-valley forcing.
The forcing was strongest in the morning hours (up to 2.3Pa km−1) when the fjord breeze
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Fig. 4 The fjord breeze on 02 August 2022. a Rnet (positive means downward) and HS (positive means
upward) at V4. b Air temperatures at V4 and V3. c Vertical temperature differences at V4 and V3. d Bulk
Richardson Number at V4 and V3. e Gradient of msl pressure between V1 and V5; positive values mean that
the msl pressure at V1 is higher than at V5. The vertical dashed lines mark the fjord breeze’s arrival and retreat
times at V3 and V4, as labelled in plot b

advanced. In comparison, the large-scale pressure gradient associated with the geostrophic
wind of 4m s−1 wasmuch smaller. The absolute valuewas only 0.7Pa km−1, but the direction
was not aligned with the valley axis, making the along-valley component even smaller.
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3.3 Multi-Day Fjord Breeze

While the fjord breeze had a clear diurnal variability in the case shown above, it can persist
over several days as well. This is illustrated by the case of 19 to 22 July. Figure5a shows wind
speed and direction at V4 at different altitudes over the period. Up-valley winds persisted
from 19 July 2210 UTC to 22 July 0010 UTC at low levels (aside from 20min of lull). The
variable-depth, up to 300m deep, up-valley wind layer was topped by a calm-wind layer and
down-valley winds aloft, with the geostrophic wind 3 to 5m s−1 from NE (cross-valley) to
SE (down-valley) and the wind at V5mostly fromE (down-valley) up to 7m s−1 (not shown).
The up-valley wind can be identified clearly as a fjord breeze due to the difference in wind
directions at lower and higher levels in Adventdalen.

Moreover, the forcing characteristics are similar to the example in Sect. 3.2. Both Rnet and
the ground-air temperature gradient were positive (heating the air) except for short periods of
2h aroundmidnight (Fig. 5b, c), which were not long enough to have an influence. As a result
the msl pressure was higher at V1 than at V5 (forcing up-valley). In contrast to the case of
02 August (Sect. 3.2), the fjord breeze extended constantly over V4 because the large-scale
wind was not able to counteract the fjord breeze forcing to the point where the fjord breeze
would retreat from V4. However, the strength and the depth varied, with stronger and deeper
up-valley wind around noon.

3.4 Fjord Breeze During Large-Scale Up-ValleyWinds

While the fjord breeze in Adventdalen is easily discernible in large-scale down-valley winds,
the identification is more challenging in large-scale up-valley winds. However, an example
can be seen on 26 July. Figure6 shows the key characteristics of the fjord breeze develop-
ment, similar to Fig. 5. The wind direction at V4 (Fig. 6a) was up-valley in the lowest 600m
throughout the whole day except for very short periods with light cross-valley wind over a
small altitude range. Above 600m the wind was first from NE (cross-valley) and then turned
to NW (up-valley), all of which is consistent with the geostrophic wind direction (from NE
to N, 3–6m s−1) as well as measurements from the AWSs (not shown).

Because the wind was up-valley throughout the day, the fjord-breeze arrival and retreat
times cannot be easily determined. However, there is a clear variability of wind speed at low
levels; the speed is lowest in the morning and highest in the afternoon, with a maximum at
6m s−1 around 100m altitude. The depth of this low-level wind maximum, which is mostly
topped by a weak-wind layer, is very variable, but generally smallest in the morning and
largest in the afternoon. The weak-wind layer on top could be caused by a return flow. It
allows for a rough division of the wind over different altitudes into a fjord-breeze driven part
below and a large-scale-wind driven part above.

That the lower part is indeed a fjord breeze is substantiated by the observations of Rnet ,��

and local pressure gradient (Fig. 6b–d), as discussed previously. They describe the thermal
forcing leading to the fjord breeze buildup, which in this case was strongest from morning
to noon. Moreover, such a diurnal variability is also discernible from the previous cases.

3.5 Spatial Variability

The previous sections have illustrated that up-valley wind in Adventdalen is often connected
to the fjord breeze, especially when down-valley wind is found in the surroundings. It was
shown that the fjord breeze in Adventdalen can persist over many days without diurnal
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Fig. 5 Fjord breeze between 19 and 22 July at V4. aWind speed and direction at different altitudes, see Fig. 3c.
b Rnet . c �� d msl pressure gradient between V1 and V5

reversal although the fjord breeze is stronger during daytime than nighttime. However, these
cases focused on the fjord breeze appearance at V4. On a more general scale, the fjord breeze
influences the wind distribution throughout the whole fjord and valley.

Using the fjord breeze identification method (Sect. 2.5), the average fraction of time that
the fjord breeze extended to a certain location could be determined. It was different for each
station and variable throughout the day as Fig. 7a shows. Naturally, the fjord breeze reached
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Fig. 6 Fjord breeze on 26 July 2022 at V4, for explanations see Fig. 5

V1 most often and V5 least. Short extents reaching only to V1 and absences were more
common during night and early morning, while larger extents were more common in the
afternoon or evening. The diurnal variation stresses the influence of the daily cycle on the
fjord breeze development and that the fjord breeze is really driven by the local thermal forcing
rather than large-scale up-valley wind.

The persistence, i.e. the duration between arrival and retreat of the fjord breeze at a certain
location, is highly variable as Fig. 7b shows. The fjord breeze duration roughly varied between
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Fig. 7 Statistics of the fjord breeze in July and August 2022. a Frequency of the extent (classes) by daytime,
bins of 1h. b Duration, bins of 6h. c Arrival times, bins of 3h, same colours as b. d Retreat times, bins of 3h,
same colours as b. e Advance speeds, bins of 1m s−1. f Retreat speeds, bins of 1m s−1

1h (minimum time, Sect. 2.5), and 125h. Most often it persisted for only a few hours, but in
11 cases it lasted for more than 20h, two of which have been illustrated in Secs. 3.3 and 3.4.
Naturally, the maximum fjord breeze duration at V1 (5d) is larger than at V4 (4d), which
again is larger than at V5 (3d).

Not only did the fjord breeze last for several days, its arrival and retreat times were found
at any time of the day, as seen in Fig. 7c, d, respectively. However, the fjord breeze arrival
was most common frommorning to noon, with the maximum at V1 earlier than at V4, which
again was earlier than at V5. The retreat times of the fjord breeze follow the opposite pattern,
with the majority of retreats in late afternoon to midnight. These daytime patterns fit well
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to the fact that the extent was on average largest in the afternoon. In addition to the arrivals
being most frequent from morning to noon, arrivals were also more common in late evening.
This is possibly because Adventdalen is irradiated better when the sunlight is parallel to the
valley axis (roughly at 09 and 21UTC), while it is more shaded by the surroundingmountains
during afternoon and night.

The distribution of advance and retreat speeds is shown in Fig. 7e, f. Some advances were
very slow and took more than one day from one AWS to another. The medians of the advance
speeds were 1.0m s−1 (V1–V4 in 2.5h) and 1.3m s−1 (V4–V5 in 2.8h), of the retreat speeds
1.3m s−1 (V4–V1 in 1.8h) and 0.9m s−1 (V5–V4 in 4h).

3.6 Vertical Extent

The sections above have shown that the fjord breeze in Adventdalen is often a few hundred
metres deep, but can be highly variable from less than 100m in strong large-scale counter
wind to more than 1000m in supporting large-scale wind. Besides, the fjord breeze tends to
be deeper during advances than during retreats, since it usually reachedV2 (at 150m altitude)
before V3 (in the valley bottom 2km up-valley from V2) during advances, while it retreated
from V2 earlier than from V3 (not shown).

Moreover, the fjord breeze led to stronger up-valley winds at low levels, while the wind
speed was reduced in a layer above. The strength of the low-level wind speed increase can
be seen in Fig. 8a. The average of the up-valley wind component (dotted) clearly shows
the effect of the fjord breeze; it decreased from 3.2m s−1 at 100m to approximately zero
at 400m and above. However, the effect on the corresponding average (absolute) speed
profile was smaller, decreasing from 3.7m s−1 at 100m to 2.5m s−1 at 300m, above which
it increased again. This is because the wind at higher altitudes, especially above the height
of the wind maximum, can have a different direction than the fjord breeze (up-valley). The
10-m wind speed (3.9m s−1 absolute) was even slightly larger than at 100m, indicating that
the maximum wind speed may be found below 100m.

Further, there was a wind speed decrease of 3.4m s−1 between 100m and 600m for the
down-valley regime (Fig. 8a), which was not driven by the fjord breeze. Instead, it is likely
that the wind acceleration was induced by the down-slope descent from the mountain ranges
east of Adventdalen, or a funnelling effect of Adventdalen’s geometry in the lowest levels.

The fjord breeze was frequent (45%) in July and August 2022 at V4, i.e., it influenced
the average speed profile in Adventdalen to a high degree. Down-valley winds had a large
contribution as well (40%). Because both types of wind showed a decrease of wind with
altitude, the total average wind profile had a similar speed decrease, from 100m to 300m,
although less pronounced than for fjord-breeze or down-valley winds alone, and a speed
increase from 600m and upward (Fig. 8a). However, it must be considered that the average
profiles in Fig. 8a have large amounts ofmissing data (Fig. 8b), especially down-valley, where
the data coverage is less than 40% in the lowest 300m.

3.7 Influence of Radiative Fluxes

Usually, the daily amount of solar radiation, or even the amount before noon (Giovannini
et al. 2015), determines whether an up-valley wind can develop. However, this is less relevant
to Adventdalen’s fjord breeze. The case studies showed that the fjord breeze could develop
even when the daily maximum of Rnet hardly exceeded 200Wm−2.
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Fig. 8 a Average wind speed profiles at V4 based on DBS data, including all profiles (total), only down-valley
(at 10m) profiles, or when the fjord breeze was present at V4. For the last the up-valley component is included
in addition to the absolute wind speed. b The corresponding data availability by elevation level for the different
groups over the period the Lidar was running

Figure9 gives a picture over the whole campaign period as it portrays the time-series of
daily average Rnet and its range, RSW

net and RLW
net , as well as days on which a fjord breeze

occurred and days on which the large-scale wind was mostly up-valley. Whether or not the
fjord breeze occurred on a given day, had little connection to the exact value of Rnet , since
both days with and without a fjord breeze could have high average Rnet > 100Wm−2 or
low average Rnet < 50Wm−2 values. Instead, it should be noted that Rnet was positive
throughout large parts of each day, generating the local thermal forcing for the fjord breeze.
Although the thermal forcing was always in favour of the fjord breeze development, the
fjord breeze could be inhibited by strong large-scale down-valley winds. Therefore, it was
possible to have days with clear sky, hence strong thermal forcing, but no fjord breeze due
to large-scale down-valley winds.

By contrast, the fjord breeze could develop even in cloudy conditions with low thermal
forcing when there was no large-scale down-valley wind. However, the large-scale wind
sometimes also supported the fjord breeze (Sect. 3.4). Such days with mostly large-scale up-
valley wind are marked with red diamonds in Fig. 9, but their proportion was small (19%).

4 Discussion and Conclusion

The fjord breeze, i.e., a combination of sea breeze and valley wind, was investigated in the
High-Arctic archipelago Svalbard. It has been shown that, while normal sea breezes and
valley winds have clear diurnal reversals, the fjord breeze can persist over several days and
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Fig. 9 Average daily radiation values at V4 as well as fjord breeze days and days with mostly large-scale
up-valley wind (up-valley at V5 at least 50% of the time)

cover an extensive area. For Svalbard, where wind energy is currently being investigated as
a possible source of energy in the future, these types of local wind phenomena can prove to
be very important for the understanding of how much energy can be extracted from the wind
and what controls production. It is especially important as the strongest speed-up effect was
seen up to 100m (Fig. 8). Above this height, the wind can decrease, which means that the
fjord breeze covers the normal height of modern wind turbines. With the ongoing warming in
the Arctic and the continuously reduced snow cover period in Adventdalen (Adakudlu et al.
2019), the fjord breeze will likely become even more important in spring and early summer,
since snow cover effectively reduces the heating of the valley by solar radiation.

The fjord breeze was very frequent in the observation period (89% of the days), and its
median dailymaximum speedwas 5.4m s−1 at V4 (Sect. 3.1). The fjord breeze is comparable
to the combined lake-valleywindOra delGarda inNorthern Italy. TheOra delGarda develops
in a U-shaped valley, of which the outer part is covered by a large lake. The breeze arrives a
few hours after sunrise at the shoreline and continues up-valley, reaching a median speed of
5m s−1 (at 5m height) and on 70% of the days in summer (Giovannini et al. 2015). These
values compare well to the fjord breeze, although a direct comparison is difficult since the
detection of the Ora del Garda is based on a diurnal wind reversal. Giovannini et al. (2015)
suspect the additional effect of the valley strengthen the breeze as it is unusually strong and
frequent for a normal lake breeze. As the fjord breeze is even more frequent and similarly
strong as the Ora del Garda, this suggests that the fjord breeze can be considered unusually
strong as well.

The breeze in theCentralValley ofCalifornia,where large-scale storms are rare in summer,
is stronger (over 10m s−1 in some locations) and prevails throughout summer even at night
due to the persistent temperature contrast between sea and land. Zhong et al. (2004) found
that the up-valley flow is 800 to 1000m deep, with a maximum speed in the lowest 300m.
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This is larger than the fjord breeze’s vertical extent, which, even though it varied depending
on the thermal forcing and the large-scale wind (e.g., Fig. 6), had a strong effect only in the
lowest 400m (Fig. 8). The larger speed and depth of this flow compared to the fjord breeze
is probably caused by the larger size of the Central Valley (100s of km) and its surrounding
mountains (manypeaks between 1000 and 4000m). The strong persistence of the breeze in the
Central Valley is probably due to the absence of large-scale storms, whereas in Adventdalen
the fjord breeze is strongly affected by large-scale winds, e.g., strong down-valley winds
inhibit the development of the fjord breeze. This explains why the fjord breeze did not occur
every day despite the persistent up-valley thermal forcing. The Ora del Garda was found to
be affected by large-scale weather in a similar way, e.g. onshore wind led to a stronger breeze
and offshore wind could inhibit the breeze (Giovannini et al. 2015).

Moreover, the effect of large-sale down-valley winds on the fjord breeze can be seen in
the vertical evolution. The fjord breeze is forced to retreat by large-scale down-valley winds
only, starting at the top and propagating downwards (Figs. 3c, 5a). In contrast, classical valley
winds like in the Rhone valley (Swiss Alps) change their direction due to the reversal of the
thermal forcing, propagating thewind reversal from the surface upwards (Schmid et al. 2020).
This illustrates the fundamental difference between the forcing of the Arctic fjord breeze and
classical valley winds.

As the fjord breeze extends vertically only to approximately half of the surrounding crest
height, it is shallow compared to classical valley winds, e.g., in the Inn and Wipp valley
(Austrian Alps) extending roughly 1500m to crest height (Vergeiner and Dreiseitl 1987;
Rucker et al. 2008) or even more than 2500m in the Rhone valley (Schmid et al. 2020).
While this can be partly due to the influence of down-valley winds at higher levels, another
reason is likely the advection of coldmarine air (Fig. 4b), which leads to an inversion at the top
of the fjord breeze, preventing vertical mixing and hence limiting the breeze’s vertical extent
(e.g., Khodayar et al. 2008). Other studies with similar topographies have found increasing
depths of valley winds with distance from the coast, along with a transition from stable to
more neutral stratification (e.g., Zhong et al. 2004; Khodayar et al. 2008). This has yet to be
shown for the fjord breeze in Adventdalen.

Compared to a normal sea breeze, the fjord breeze is strengthened by the surround-
ing mountains probably not only through topographic amplification, but also through their
shielding effect (Schmidli and Rotunno 2012). Additionally, plateaus, such as the ones south
of Adventdalen, are known for increasing the strength of valleywinds (Schmidli and Rotunno
2012).

The three case studies (Secs. 3.2, 3.3, 3.4) have illustrated that the development of the
fjord breeze is coupled to the local pressure gradient, the heating of the air by the irradiated
ground and Rnet , which strengthens the hypothesis that the fjord breeze in Adventdalen is
thermally-driven. In addition, the diurnal variation of the radiative forcing, in combination
with the large scale forcing, controls the speed and depth (e.g., Fig. 6) and extent (Fig. 7) of
the fjord breeze. While the qualitative connection of the ground heating the air is clear, the
numbers are more uncertain as there are great differences between the vertical temperature
gradient calculated closest to the ground and between two AWS levels (Fig. 4c). The small
gradient at the AWS will inevitably lead to very small fluxes, which can be questioned as
elaborated further in Sjöblom (2014) and Sjöblom et al. (2020).

The horizontal temperature gradient can, in addition to the local pressure gradient, be used
to quantify the thermal forcing. As an example, the horizontal temperature contrast was ca.
3 ◦C on 02 August (Fig. 4b). Kozo (1982) found that the temperature difference between the
ice-covered sea and bare land on the flat Alaskan north coast was 12 to 14 ◦C, which led to
a sea breeze of similar strength as the fjord breeze (no averages provided by Kozo (1982),
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but Fig. 16 therein provides examples of 4 to 7m s−1). Since the temperature contrast was
many times larger in Alaska, one would expect a weaker sea breeze in Adventdalen than in
Alaska. Hence, the topography of Adventdalen is probably the factor which compensates for
the smaller temperature contrast and strengthens the fjord breeze.

The topography of Adventdalen also influences the interaction of the fjord breeze with
other winds, which are mostly channelled through the valley (Fig. 2). Apart from large-
scale up-valley winds, large-scale NE-geostrophic winds can also lead to up-valley winds
that could be mistaken for a fjord breeze, since the associated pressure gradient forces the
wind up-valley, while the NE wind at higher altitudes is channelled down-valley by inner
Adventdalen (Fig. 1c). However, these situations probably have minor relevance: In strong
NE-geostrophic winds the wind in Adventdalen would be down-valley only. In lighter NE-
geostrophic winds, the large-scale pressure gradient is much smaller than the local thermal
pressure gradient (e.g., 0.7 vs. 2.3Pa km−1, Sect. 3.4). The strength of the fjord breeze forcing
(maxima of 2 to 4Pa km−1 in the case studies) is in turn very similar to thermal pressure
gradients observed in large valleys, e.g., 1.6Pa km−1 (six-day average) in the Inn valley
(Vergeiner and Dreiseitl 1987), 2.1Pa km−1 (four-month average) at the entry of the Central
Valley (Zhong et al. 2004), and 12Pa km−1 (on one day) in the Elqui Valley (Khodayar et al.
2008).

Although the combination of a sea breeze and valley wind in lower latitudes has been
addressed previously, the role of valleys has received little attention in the Arctic. As exam-
ples, Esau and Repina (2012) attributed the wintertime down-valley winds in Kongsfjorden,
Svalbard, mostly to the land-sea temperature contrast and only secondly to thermal down-
slope flows, but they did not include the whole valley topography. The numerical studies of
Arctic sea breezes by Grønås and Sandvik (1998) also included a large mountain, but no
valleys. However, the characteristics of the fjord breeze, the Ora des Garda, and the Central
Valley breeze, especially their relatively high frequency and strength, support, together with
simulations (Schmidli and Rotunno 2012), that fjord-valley topographies are crucial for the
development of the fjord breeze, and their effect should be considered in mountainous parts
of the Arctic as well.

To conclude, the fjord breeze is ameteorological phenomenonwith high relevance in large
Arctic valleys due to its relatively large strength and frequency. Some of the characteristics
of the fjord breeze could be attributed to the weak diurnal cycle of radiative forcing, while
others are related to the topographic setting. As the fjord breeze is an integral part of the wind
climate in Arctic complex terrain, it is important for renewable energy considerations in the
Arctic as well, with a possibly large influence on the wind power potential or vertical wind
profile in the lowest part of the valley, covering the range of modern wind turbines.
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